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Welcome to LEGO® Education.
Curiosity. Creativity. Confi dence.
Are you ready to unleash the power of curiosity in your classroom? 

We know the importance of instilling confi dence in our learners, 
encouraging them to wonder and question. To create and tinker.
To explore and discover. We know the importance of helping children
to develop the skills necessary to grow, and the courage necessary
to innovate. Our passion is providing exciting hands-on experiences
using a combination of LEGO® bricks and relevant curriculum-supporting 
tools and materials. Through these experiences, we encourage
children to look beyond what is simply in front of them. 

For more than 35 years, LEGO Education has provided playful learning 
experiences that combine relevant curriculum materials, the LEGO system 
of bricks, teacher training, and professional development with our unique 
teaching and hands-on learning principles. Through our continuum of
rich STEM-based solutions, we are helping teachers to develop successful 
students who are eager to learn in-depth about STEM subjects while 
developing strong 21st century skills.

Working together, we can empower every child to turn their natural 
curiosity into creative solutions. We can channel their natural enthusiasm 
and self-belief, provide them with the freedom to explore, and encourage 
teamwork and collaboration.

Our children inhabit an unpredictable world that is full of ever-changing 
expectations. If we can’t predict the future, we must be ready to build it.

Warmest regards,

Esben S. Joergensen
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Key icons to look out for:
Total number of elements
in a set

App available for free download in
diff erent App Stores

Storage box included
Resources available 
for free download from
LEGOeducation.com/start

Recommended number of
students for using a single set

Number of projects/activities/lessons 
included in a curriculum

 yrs Suitable age range of set
Duration of each project/activity/
lesson included in a curriculum

1 Number of sets available
in a solution
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Subject
Focused skill

Science
Investigate

Technology
Design solutions

Engineering
Design solutions

Math
Model and use data

Coding
(Computer Science)
Computational thinking

Middle School
Ages 11-15

LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Education EV3

Machines & Mechanisms

LEGO® Education 
Middle School
Grow students’ critical thinking and 
creativity for a digital future
LEGO® Education enables every student to 
succeed in middle school through activities 
based on real-life themes and physical and 
digital creation, supporting middle school 
teachers with eff ective, structured and 
curriculum relevant STEM solutions. 

These solutions empower all students to 
build their own understanding of challenging 
subjects, encouraging them to develop critical 
thinking, grow their ideas, and make their own 
creations through playful learning experiences.

The right STEM resource 
for your needs
We provide two main platforms to teach STEM at middle school 
level with LEGO Education resources: Machines & Mechanisms 
and LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Education EV3. These solutions off er 
choices to match where the students are in the learning process
and the desired level of computing in lessons.
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LEGO® MINDSTORMS® 
Education EV3
Instant STEM learning 
with best in class 
robotics solutions
LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Education EV3 grows students’ 
critical thinking and creativity in computer science, science, 
technology, engineering and math. The greatest challenge 
teachers will face is getting students to leave the classroom!

STEM – LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Education EV3
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What can I add on?

Additional 
curriculum 
content

Expansion sets Accessories
Training and 
professional 
development

Replacement 
Packs

Additional STEM 
curriculum packs are 
available to expand the 
EV3 learning coverage.*

Additional brick sets are 
available to expand and 
deepen the teaching and 
learning experience.

Additional sensors, 
motors and other 
technology parts are 
available to supplement 
the EV3 Core Set.

Face-to-Face training 
courses are available, 
led by a certifi ed LEGO® 
Education Academy 
trainer.

Replacement bricks 
are available for each 
core set.

What’s included in the solution?

Core Set   
Contains all the LEGO® bricks and technology elements 
needed to get students curious and excited about STEM 
learning and robotics.

Curriculum 
content

Teaching 
software

Assessment 
tools

eLearning
program

Technical 
support

Multiple student-ready 
curriculum materials 
based on national 
standards ensure 
students’ learning 
outcome within STEM 
and Computer Science.*

Intuitive software and app 
for easy programming 
and robot control. 
Includes student tutorials 
and teacher support.*

Assess students’ learning 
using the integrated 
rubrics, observation 
checklists, and student 
self-assessment tools. 
Student creativity 
assessment tool is also 
included.*

Step-by-step tutorials 
to help you get started.

Ongoing telephone and 
online support to help 
you with any questions.

*Available for free download from LEGOeducation.com/start

Learning powered by LEGO® 
MINDSTORMS® Education EV3
Ignite student engagement and energize learning 
through real-life problem solving in computer science,
science, technology, engineering and math. LEGO® 
MINDSTORMS® Education brings a hands-on, minds-
on approach through a comprehensive and inspiring 
teaching solution targeting students from 10+ years, 
that helps every student reach their curriculum targets.

Based on easy-to-use robotics technology and 
the EV3 Core Set, LEGO MINDSTORMS Education 
EV3 off ers all teachers need to get started in the 
classroom, including LEGO® building bricks and 
hardware, programming and data logging software, 
student-ready teaching material, online teacher 
eLearning and more.

Everything needed to make teaching EV3 a success

Discover how to engage every student at LEGOeducation.com6



“ It’s exciting in life when you can make 
your own stuff  and be creative, and
when you give students the opportunity 
to come up with their own ideas and
a diversity of solutions; this is the right 
way to do it.”

Bill Church, Profi le Jr/Sr High School, 
Bethlehem, NH

How to get ahead in STEM learning
LEGO MINDSTORMS Education EV3 
motivates students to design, build
and program robots using motors, 
sensors, gears, wheels, axles and other 
technical components, to gain a better 
understanding of how technology works 
in real-world applications.

The solution enables students to understand 
and interpret two-dimensional drawings to 
create three-dimensional models; build, 
test, troubleshoot and revise designs; apply 
math and science concepts on real-life 
applications; and master programming and 
data logging functions.

STEM – LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Education EV3
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Battery charger (45517 Transformer 

10V DC) is sold separately. Please 

see page 26.

Everything educators need 
to achieve their teaching goals
LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Education EV3 Core Set 

45544 1-3 541 10-21 yrs

This set contains everything you need to start teaching STEM 
and computer science using the exciting LEGO® MINDSTORMS® 
concept. It off ers full teacher support, including STEM and computing 
teaching materials, and a comprehensive eLearning program.

The system includes the Intelligent EV3 Brick, a compact and 
powerful programmable computer that makes it possible to control 
motors and collect sensor feedback using the intuitive icon-based 
programming and data logging software that is delivered with the set. 

The set is delivered in a sturdy storage bin with a sorting tray, three 
Servo Motors, fi ve Sensors (Gyro, Ultrasonic, Color and 2x Touch), a 
Rechargeable Battery, connecting cables and Building Instructions.

Solution includes

• LEGO MINDSTORMS Education EV3 Core Set 1

• EV3 Lab and EV3 Programming

• EV3 Design Engineering Projects Curriculum 15 45-180

• EV3 Coding Activities 9 60-135

• EV3 eLearning

• EV3 Maker Activities 6 90-120

Discover how to engage every student at LEGOeducation.com8



functionalities, including six tutorials and classroom mobility. 
Using either version, students learn to program by dragging 
and dropping icons into a line to form commands. The software 
allows everyone, students as well as teachers, to get started 
and to take their programming skills to the next level. 

Easy to use software

Get up and running in less 
than 45 minutes
Robot Educator is the name of both the 
basic robot and the tutorials included in 
EV3 Lab and EV3 Programming. The robot 
provides students with a quick-build 
introduction to the world of robotics, while 
the tutorials guide both the teacher and 
the students through the essentials of 
programming, data logging, and hardware 
in a structured and engaging way.

Program with touch devices
With a set of carefully selected features and 
functionalities, EV3 Programming provides 
classroom mobility and the basic tools 
necessary to engage and motivate students. 

Not all curriculum packs are available
within EV3 Programming – please check
our website for full details. 

EV3 Lab and EV3 Programming

LEGO MINDSTORMS Education EV3 is available in two versions. 
The desktop application, called EV3 Lab, off ers a complete 
selection of learning possibilities, including 48 tutorials, built-in 
content editor and data logging. The touch device application, 
called EV3 Programming, provides simple programming 

1.  Understand the objective 2.  Build and program your robot

3. Test it 4. Modify it

Tutorial fl ow

STEM – LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Education EV3
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The Design Engineering Projects

Curriculum is available both for the

EV3 Lab and EV3 Programming. 

Key learning 
values
•  Understand and use mathematical 

concepts, such as proportions and 

ratios, graphing data, and multi-digit 

computation 

•  Apply knowledge of science concepts, 

such as speed and power, motion 

and stability

•  Troubleshoot, innovate and experiment 

in problem solving 

Students become real engineers 
through problem solving

Make it move
Design and build autonomous robots that 
move and measure distance and speed, 
up an incline or in a regular polygon pattern. 
Program the motor using the built-in 
Rotation Sensor.

Make it smarter
Design and build smarter autonomous 
robots that react to the environment. 
Program the EV3 brain to use Color, 
Gyro, Touch and Ultrasonic Sensors to 
sense a range of data.

Make a system
Design and build robotic systems that 
perform complex tasks. Identify tasks within 
the design brief and use subsystems to 
target smaller behaviors, so the whole design 
brief task can be completed accurately
and reliably.

EV3 Design Engineering Projects Curriculum
15 45-180

This curriculum pack presents students with open-ended problem 
solving activities, in a context that makes it fun and engaging to 
learn science, technology, engineering and math. Each activity 
provides a design brief and culminates in a fi nal project that can 
be presented and shared. 

Students capture their work with the built-in digital workbook, 
making it easy to follow and assess their progress.

Discover how to engage every student at LEGOeducation.com10



Key learning 
values
•  Understand several key algorithms that refl ect computational thinking•  Make appropriate use of data structures such as lists, tables and arrays•  Design, use and evaluate computational abstractions that model the state and behavior of real-world problems and physical systems 

The EV3 Coding curriculum is available both 
for the EV3 Lab and EV3 Programming. 

Teach computing with real-life examples

Step-by-step teacher training

EV3 Coding Activities
9 60-135

This curriculum pack provides extensive content to deliver the 
Computing or Computer Science curriculum, providing ample 
cross-curricular opportunities in design and technology, science 
and math. The material will enable students to apply and develop 
their programming knowledge and inspire them to discover the 
importance of coding in their everyday lives.

EV3 eLearning

eLearning for LEGO® MINDSTORMS® 
Education EV3 consists of self-paced video 
lessons. Taking you from complete beginner 
to classroom ready, each of the 15 courses 
lasts approximately 90 minutes, including 
build time and activities.

STEM – LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Education EV3
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“It’s not just new technologies in the 

makerspace, it’s also a teaching practice 

with a teacher in the role of the facilitator - 

helping students to think, learn how to learn, 

be more fl exible, adaptive and imaginative. 

Encouraging students to have confi dence 

when trying something new, and being 

resourceful when looking for the answers

to a problem.”

Maureen Reilly, STEAM Teacher, NY

Harness the creative 
power of Maker
EV3 Maker Activities

9 90-120

Teach middle school students how to combine the 
building, coding and learning power of LEGO® 
MINDSTORMS® Education EV3 with the creative 
freedom of Maker. This curriculum pack puts teachers 
in the role of facilitator, as they guide their students 
through series of open-ended, problem-based design 
brief challenges linked to real-life scenarios. They go 
hands-on to share creative ideas, defi ne design criteria, 
tinker with advanced prototypes and bring them to life 
using the advanced coding capabilities of the LEGO 
MINDSTORMS Education EV3 Core Set. Students also 
document and refl ect on their progress using the 
worksheets included in the pack, which teachers can 
use to assess the progress of their students throughout 
the course of each challenge.
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“I believe that engineers are created in 

middle school. LEGO® Education products 

inspire creativity, and the by-product is an 

increase in motivation and self-actualization.”

David Auerbach, Cardigan Mountain 

School, Cardigan, NH

A teacher’s journey with 
the evolution of LEGO® 
MINDSTORMS® Education
Cardigan Mountain School has been using 
LEGO® Education solutions in their robotics club for 
decades. David Auerbach helped to design and 
create the EPIC Center, a place at the school where 
students can research, brainstorm, tinker, create, 
build with LEGO® bricks and more. 

“Competing with digital and social media, and at the 
same time instilling a sense of wonder in students, 
provides one of the greatest challenges for educators 
today” explains Auerbach. “LEGO Education products 
inspire creativity, and the by-product is an increase
in motivation and self-actualization.”

Auerbach’s robotics club uses three versions of
LEGO MINDSTORMS Education. 

“My school has been using LEGO Education products 
for a long time. It is important to stay ahead of
the curve so that our program and equipment
remain fresh and up-to-date to pique the interest
of prospective students”, says Auerbach. 

“Over the years, we have found that each successive 
generation of LEGO MINDSTORMS has become more 
versatile, with improvements in both software and 
hardware. The evolution of the platform has brought 
excellent changes.” 

“LEGO Education products help me maintain a high 
level of interest in the sciences because any child can 
fi nd success at a level commensurate with their 
abilities”, ends Auerbach.

STEM – LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Education EV3
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Create customized solutions
While the EV3 solution off ers everything that a 
teacher needs to get started, add an extra dimension 
to lessons with the EV3 Science and EV3 Space 
Challenge curriculum packs, the expansion brick 
set and Face-to-Face teacher training. 

EV3 Science Curriculum
Included in the EV3 solution 14 45-90

EV3 Expansion Set
45560 1-3 853 10-21 yrs

EV3 Space Challenge Curriculum
Included in the EV3 solution 20 45-180

Discover how to engage every student at LEGOeducation.com14



Key learning 
values
•  Ask questions, develop and

use models
• Plan and carry out investigations
• Analyze and interpret data
•  Use mathematics, informational 

and computer technology, and 
computational thinking

•  Construct explanations and 
designing solutions

The EV3 Science experiments require the following 
additional products (one per EV3 Core Set):

•  Renewable Energy Add-on Set (9688)
Please see page 31.

•  Temperature Sensor (9749)
Please see page 26.

This curriculum is only compatible 
with EV3 Lab software.

Bring physical science to life

Light
The phenomenon of light 
intensity is investigated using 
this experiment.

Heat and temperature
The heat and temperature experiments 
are used to study the phenomena of 
insulation and heat transfer.

Force and motion
Experiments relate to 
mechanical and kinematic 
phenomena, including 
gears, friction, and inclined 
planes and free fall.

Energy
Experiments related to energy – from 
manual energy transfer, to wind and 
solar energy, to electric vehicles.

EV3 Science Curriculum
14 45-90

This curriculum pack consists of physical 
science experiments centered on energy, 
heat and temperature, force and motion, and
light. Developed together with Fraunhofer
IAIS, Europe’s largest application-oriented 
research organization, and real science 
teachers, the pack utilizes the data logging 
capabilities of the hardware and software.

STEM – LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Education EV3
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Key learning 
values
•  Easy start with robotics and STEM subjects

•  Real-world applications in problem solving

•  Develop solutions through teamwork skills

•  Learn to build, test and  evaluate robots

•  Hands-on experience with programming, 
sensors, motors and intelligent units

The EV3 Space Challenge Curriculum is only 

available for desktops with EV3 Lab. It requires 

the 45570 EV3 Space Challenge Set.

Teach STEM with a Mission to Mars
EV3 Space Challenge Curriculum 

20 45-180

This curriculum conforms to national 
curriculum standards and contains challenge 
and learning missions based around the 
theme of space. Three research projects, 
co-developed with space experts, providing 
rich opportunities for students to explore 
and create innovative solutions to current 
space exploration topics. The EV3 Space 
Challenge Set includes three learning mats, 
a challenge mat, dual lock tape and all of 
the LEGO® elements required to build the 
challenge models. The accompanying digital 
content provides student-ready materials, 
teacher notes and Building Instructions.

Discover how to engage every student at LEGOeducation.com16



This set requires the 45544 LEGO® 

MINDSTORMS® Education EV3 Core Set. 

Expanding learning possibilities
EV3 Expansion Set
45560 1-3 853 10-21 yrs

This set contains a wide range of 
supplementary elements to continue the 
theme of critical thinking and creativity 
featured in the EV3 Core Set. Students 
deepen their robotics experience with new 
structural and mechanical elements, and 
additional building instructions and programs.

STEM – LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Education EV3
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Main components

Sensor elements

Replacement packs

Transformer 10V DC 
45517 1 8+ yrs

EV3 Medium Servo Motor 
45503 1 10-21 yrs

EV3 Ultrasonic Sensor 
45504 1 10-21 yrs

EV3 Color Sensor 
45506 1 10-21 yrs

EV3 Infrared Beacon 
45508 1 10-21 yrs

EV3 Gyro Sensor 
45505 1 10-21 yrs

EV3 Rechargeable DC Battery 
45501 1 10-21 yrs

EV3 Intelligent Brick 
45500 1 10-21 yrs

EV3 Large Servo Motor 
45502 1 10-21 yrs

EV3 Cable Pack
45514 7 10-21 yrs

EV3 Touch Sensor 
45507 1 10-21 yrs

EV3 Infrared Sensor 
45509 1 10-21 yrs

Temperature Sensor 
9749 1 8+ yrs

LE Replacement Pack 
Rubber Bands
2000707

This pack features four rubber bands in white, red, 
blue and yellow for LME EV3 Expansion Set (45560), 
LME Base Set (9797), LME Resource Set (9695), Simple 
& Powered Machines Set (9686).

LE Replacement Pack LME 1
2000700
This pack includes elements for LME EV3 Core Set, 
part of 45544, LME EV3 Expansion Set (45560), 
LME Base Set (9797) and LME Resource Set (9695).

LE Replacement Pack LME 4
2000703
This pack includes elements for Green City Challenge 
Set (9594).

LE Replacement Pack LME 5
2000704
This pack includes elements for EV3 Space Challenge 
Set (45570).

LE Replacement Pack LME 6
2000705
This pack features elements for LME Base Set (9797), 
LME Resource Set (9695), LME EV3 Expansion Set 
(45560) and LME EV3 Core Set (45544).

LE Replacement Pack LME 7
2000706
This pack features elements for LME Base Set (9797), 
LME Resource Set (9695), LME EV3 Expansion Set 
(45560) and LME EV3 Core Set (45544).

LE Replacement Pack LME 2
2000701
This pack includes elements for LME EV3 Expansion 
Set (45560), LME Base Set (9797) and LME Resource 
Set (9695).

LE Replacement Pack LME 3
2000702
This pack features a ball and ball joint for the LME 
EV3 Core Set (45544).

LEGO® Education Replacement Packs are the ideal way to replace key elements for your LEGO Education products. 
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LEGO® Education 
Machines & Mechanisms
Discover how the real 
world works 
Machines & Mechanisms from LEGO® Education is a range of 
challenging hands-on tools that link book-learning in science, 
technology, engineering and math to real-world phenomena.

STEM – LEGO® Education Machines & Mechanisms
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What can I add on?

Expansion sets
Training and 
professional 
development

Complementary 
products

Replacement Packs

Two add-on packs are available, 
each with curriculum pack 
included. These are the 
Renewable Energy Add-on 
and the Pneumatics Add-on.

Inspiring Face-to-Face training is 
available in local versions.

Technology components are
also available as separate 
products. Please see page 34
for more information.

Replacement bricks are 
available. Please see page 34 
for more information.

What’s included in the solution?

Core Set   
Contains LEGO® bricks and gears to create 
small models to build and explore real world 
mechanisms and energy concepts, motivating 
students STEM learning. 

Curriculum 
content

Assessment 
tools

Quick start 
guide

Technical 
support

The curriculum material is based 
on national curriculum standards 
and supports teachers with easy 
accessible activities to deliver 
highly engaging STEM learning.*

Assessment of learning is 
enabled through creative 
assessment, teachers checklists 
and student self assessment 
tools.*

Online step-by step tutorials to 
help you get started. 

Ongoing telephone and online 
support to help you with any 
questions.

*Available for free download from LEGOeducation.com/start

Facilitate real-world STEM learning
Machines & Mechanisms provides a compelling means of investigating 
mechanical principles, while encouraging students to engage in scientifi c 
inquiry and engineering design. Machines & Mechanisms is easy to 
incorporate into everyday classwork, where it adds variation and motivates 
middle school students to acquire curriculum-relevant STEM knowledge 
and skills.

A stimulating STEM solution

Discover how to engage every student at LEGOeducation.com20



“Machines & Mechanisms helps the students see a coherent view of the sciences and 
engineering, by starting with curiosity about what they already know and then guiding 
them to a more detailed understanding.”

Laura Jackson, 8th Grade Science at Summit 
Lakes Middle School, Kansas, USA

Easy STEM access for 
students and teachers
LEGO® Education Machines & Mechanisms gives 
teachers the tools and activities to teach real-world 
technology, and engineering problems and solutions. 

Build and explore machines and mechanisms, 
investigate motorized machines, capture wind 
and study gearing mechanisms. This range of 
tools takes learning out of the books and places 
it directly in the hands of students.

STEM – LEGO® Education Machines & Mechanisms
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Key learning values
•  Building and exploring real-life machines and mechanisms
•  Investigating powered machines with the motor
•  Investigating the principles of simple machines, mechanisms and structures
•  Understand the concept of work and mechanical advantage
•  Learn and use the design engineering process

Advance with Simple 
& Powered Machines
Simple & Powered Machines gives students in 
grades 6-8 in-depth understanding of how simple 
machines and mechanisms work, while helping 
them further investigate concepts such as forces, 
motion, measuring and energy. Students will ask 
relevant scientifi c and technical questions, refl ect on 
what they observe, discuss their results, formulate 
conclusions based on evidence and communicate 
just like real scientists and engineers.

Simple & Powered Machines Core Set

9686 1-3 396 8+ yrs

This set contains a brick assortment and curriculum materials for 
exploring design engineering with more advanced mechanisms, 
structures and forces. Use this set with the accompanying curriculum 
pack to promote students’ fundamental STEM understanding
of simple and powered machines, structures and mechanisms.
The curriculum pack provides full lessons, extension activities 
and problem solving tasks, as well as teacher guides and
student worksheets.

Solution includes
• Simple & Powered Machines Core Set 1

•  Introducing Simple and Powered Machines 
Activity Pack

48 45-90

•  Advancing with Simple & Powered 
Machines Activity Pack

28 45-90

•  Simple and Powered Machines 
Maker Activities

6 90-120

Discover how to engage every student at LEGOeducation.com22



Key learning values
•  Building and exploring renewable energy 

through real-life LEGO® models
•  Exploring energy supply, transfer, 

accumulation, conversion and consumption
•  Understanding and using energy variables, 

Volt, Amp, Watt and Joules
•  Engaging students in engineering and design

Explore Renewable 
Energy
Renewable Energy is an add-on set which, when 
combined with the Simple & Powered Machines 
solution, enables students in grades 6-8 to explore 
solar, wind and water energy, plus meet curriculum 
goals in science, technology and engineering, by 
building their own real-life models. 

Renewable Energy Add-on Set

9688 12 8+ yrs

When used together with the Simple & Powered Machines Set 
(9686), this exciting add-on set facilitates the exploration of major 
renewable energy sources. This set includes a solar panel, turbine 
blades, a motor/generator, LED lights, an extension wire, a LEGO® 
Energy Meter, and full-color Building Instructions for six real-life 
LEGO models. The accompanying curriculum pack includes new 
lesson plans and problem solving activities, as well as teacher 
guides and student worksheets.

Solution includes
• Renewable Energy Add-on Set 1

•  Renewable Energy Activity Pack 20 45-90

STEM – LEGO® Education Machines & Mechanisms
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Key learning values
•  Building and exploring pneumatics through real-life LEGO® models
•  Investigating power systems

and components
• Pressure measuring in psi and bar
• Exploring kinetic and potential energy

Investigate with 
Pneumatics
Pneumatics is an add-on set which, when combined 
with the Simple & Powered Machines solution, 
encourages logical and creative thinking, and 
motivates students in grades 6-8 to engage in 
scientifi c inquiry and engineering design by building 
air-powered LEGO® models such as a scissor lift, 
a robot arm and a stamping press. 

Pneumatics Add-on Set

9641 31 10+yrs 

This add-on set is intended to be combined with the Simple & 
Powered Machines Set (9686). It includes pumps, tubes, cylinders, 
valves, air tank, a manometer, and full-color Building Instructions 
for four real-life pneumatics models. The accompanying curriculum 
pack provides new lesson plans and problem solving activities,
as well as teacher guides and student worksheets.

Solution includes
•  Pneumatics Add-on Set 1

•  Pneumatics Activity Pack 12 45-90
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Key learning values
• Defi ne a clear design need
•  Develop the ability to iterate and 

improve design solutions
•  Develop problem solving and 

communication skills

Use the creative power 
of Maker to enable playful 
learning experiences
Simple & Powered Machines Maker 
Activities 

6 90-120

This curriculum pack brings the innovative creativity
of Maker into the middle school classroom. Acting as 
facilitators, teachers guide students through a series
of open-ended, problem-based design brief challenges 
based on real-life scenarios. In a safe, supportive and 
inspiring learning environment, they team up to 
brainstorm ideas, defi ne design criteria, tinker with rapid 
prototyping, and apply their fi ndings to develop and 
build innovative and achievable solutions using the 
LEGO® Education Simple & Powered Machines set
and materials from around the classroom. They also 
document and refl ect on their progress using the 
worksheets included in the pack.

STEM – LEGO® Education Machines & Mechanisms
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Energy elements

Power functions

Energy Display
9668 8+ yrs

Energy Storage
9669 8+ yrs

E-Motor
9670 7+ yrs

Power Functions Light
8870 7+ yrs

Power Functions Battery Box 
8881 7+ yrs

LEGO® Solar Panel
9667 8+ yrs

Power Functions 
Extension Wire 20"
8871 7+ yrs

Build your Power Functions-equipped models bigger, 
better and more mechanized and motorized than ever 
before, by adding this 20-inch (50cm) extension wire.

Power Functions 
Extension Wire 8"
8886 7+ yrs

Build your Power Functions-equipped models bigger, 
better and more mechanized and motorized by adding 
this 8-inch (20cm) extension wire.

Transformer 10V DC
45517 8+ yrs

This standard 10V DC transformer allows you to 
recharge the 9693 Rechargeable Battery DC,
the 45501 EV3 Rechargeable DC Battery, the 8878 
Power Functions Rechargeable Battery Box, and
the 45302 Smarthub Rechargeable Battery. 

Power Functions 
Rechargeable Battery Box
8878 7+ yrs

This rechargeable battery box has built-in Lithium 
polymer batteries for low weight and maximum power.
Use the 10VDC LEGO® Trans former (45517) to charge 
the battery.
•  Motor speed can be controlled via the battery box 

speed control dial

•  Output voltage is 7.4V

Power Functions M-Motor
8883 7+ yrs

Build an extra medium-strength, medium-sized M-Motor 
into your LEGO creations and watch things start moving.

Power Functions XL-Motor
8882 7+ yrs

Add an extra XL-Motor to your models! This super-strong 
motor will give plenty of power to your models, whether 
it’s spinning a wheel or turning a system of gears. Use 
the ‘M’ Motor to animate larger builds. Requires battery 
box (Item 8881), not included.

LE Replacement Pack M&M 1
2000708

LEGO® Education Replacement Packs are the ideal 
way to replace key elements for your LEGO Education 
products. This pack includes elements for Simple & 
Powered Machines Set (9686).

LE Replacement Pack M&M 2
2000709

LEGO Education Replacement Packs are the ideal 
way to replace key elements for your LEGO Education 
products. This pack includes elements for Simple 
Machines Set (9689).

LE Replacement Pack 
Rubber Bands
2000707

LEGO Education Replacement Packs are the ideal 
way to replace key elements for your LEGO Education 
products. This pack features four rubber bands in 
white, red, blue, and yellow for LME EV3 Expansion Set 
(45560), LME Base Set (9797), LME Resource Set (9695) 
and Simple & Powered Machines Set (9686).
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Headquarters
Denmark

Sales Offi
Boston, USA

Distributors
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahrain
Belarus
Belgium
Benin
Bolivia
Bosnia-
Herzegovina
Brazil
Cameroon

Canada
Chile
China
Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cote d’Ivoire
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Ecuador
El Salvador
Equatorial
Guinea
Estonia
Finland
France
Gambia
Georgia

Germany
Ghana
Greece
Guatemala
Guinea
Hong Kong, 
China
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya

Kirgizia
Korea
Latvia
Lebanon
Liberia
Lithuania
Luxemburg
Malaysia
Maldives
Malta
Mexico
Moldova
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan

Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russia
Sao Tome &
Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
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Switzerland
Syria
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Thailand
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Vietnam

Together with our distributors, 
we support teachers all over 
the world

LEGO® Education
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For easy access to your full suite
of LEGO® Education resources, visit 
LEGOeducation.com/start

Download now to inspire students to be 

active, motivated and collaborative learners.Download now to inspire students to be 

active, motivated and collaborative learners.

Distributor LEGO® Education pro Českou republiku:
EDUXE, s.r.o.
Hlavní 28, 691 06 Velké Pavlovice
Telefon: +420 519 428 366
E-mail: eduxe@eduxe.cz
www.eduxe.cz

LEGO, the LEGO logo, DUPLO, MINDSTORMS and the Minifi gure 
are trademarks of the LEGO Group. ©2018 The LEGO Group.
Colors of and decorative designs on elements may vary. 
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